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Welcome to summer of 2016. I am writing this just before Sidmouth and am looking forward 

to a show which we have put together to commemorate the contribution of Roy Dommett to 

the world of Morris and Sidmouth festival. I also note another about-to-happen event – the 

Fools Gambit trip to the Somme.   This issue is also full of finding lost morris traditions or 

wondering who owns the ones that are in the public domain – a theme to be continued in the 

next issue. 
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The Bath Morrice Dancers 

When Roy Dommett died last year, Beth Neill lamented that she’d never get the piece he had 

promised her about the Bath Morrice. As it happened, I’d been looking in some detail myself 

at their history, the full results of which will appear in Folk Music Journal at the end of this 

year, but meanwhile it’s good to be able to commemorate Roy by sharing some of that with 

you now. 

There are records of morris dancers in Bath stretching back into the seventeenth century: in 

1685 morris dancers took part in the procession celebrating the restoration by James II of the 

city’s Charter, being paid 5 shillings for their efforts.1 

In 1727 there was an extraordinary ox-roast celebrating the birthday of King George II. The 

sponsors of the roast (the military and chief merchants)  “drew to the Beef when roasting, 

with Handfuls of Silver; each Officer obliged the Cook to stuff it into the Shoulders and Neck, 

and Capt. Goulding, Jeweller, stuffed above an hundred true Stones into the Buttocks of the 

Ox; several Diamonds, Rubies, Saphires, Emeralds, Garnets, Amethists, and Topazes”. When 

the roast was served the citizens of Bath ploughed in to retrieve the treasures: they “flung 

themselves over the Heads of the Officers into the Dish, and stood over their Shoes in Gravy, 

and one was stuff’d into the Belly of the Ox, and almost stifled with Heat and Fat.” It must 

have been great fun, but for our purposes the interest lies in the procession, when  “they 

marched thro’ the best part of the Town, with two Sword Bearers, a set of Morris Dancers, 

and Martial Musick before them”.2 

All this just serves to establish morris dancers in Bath. But in a unique series of events in 

1743-1745, a group of men calling themselves “the Bath Morrice” spent months performing in 

London’s theatre booths. They first come to notice in a letter (probably a covert  

advertisement) in the Daily Advertiser for 27 July 1743 (page 2): 

Sir, A few Days ago I was invited by the Calmness and Serenity of the Evening, to make a little Excursion into the 

Fields. As I was returning home, being in a gay Humour, I stopt a little at a Booth near Sir John Oldcastle's, to hear 

the Rhetorick of Mr. Andrew. He used such Eloquence to persuade his Auditors to walk in, that I (with many others) 

went to see the Entertainments he mention'd; and I assure you, Sir, I never was more agreeably amus'd than with 

the Performance of three Men, who call themselves The Bath Morrice-Dancers. They shew'd so many astonishing 

Feats of Strength and Activity, so many amazing Transformations (if I may be allow'd the Expression) that it is 

impossible for the most lively Imagination to form an adequate Idea thereof. As the Fairs are coming on, I presume 

these admirable Artists will be engaged by some Body to entertain the Town; and I assure your Readers, they can't 

spend an Hour more agreeably, that in seeing the Performances of those wonderful Men. 

They were indeed engaged for Bartholomew Fair, and at the end of the Fair on 26 August 

1743 their performance was said to have been viewed by the Prince and Princess of Wales, 

Princess Amelia, and Princess Louisa, attended by “several Persons of Quality”.3 

After the Fair they stayed on in London performing at the New Wells, an unlicensed theatre 

cum entertainment venue. After a few weeks they varied their display. On  15 September 

1743 “this present Evening will be perform’d several new scenes in grotesque Characters: and 

the famous Bath Morrice-Dancers will perform several new Performances”4; and a few days 

                                                             
1 Bath Chronicle, Issue 5639 (8 November 1866), p. 7. 
2 The Country Journal, or, The Craftsman, Issue 71 (11 November 1727), p. 2. 
3 Daily Advertiser, 27 August 1743 and Daily Post and General Advertiser, 27 August 1743 
4 Daily Advertiser 15 September 1743 
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later they formed an interlude after the performances of The Plotting Lovers: or, The Old One 

trick’d at last at a booth at Southwark Fair.  

The big change came in October, when three more dancers were apparently incorporated into 

the displays. The New Wells proudly advertised “a new Morrice Dance, never perform’d upon 

any Stage, by six Morrice-Dancers, just arriv’d from Bath.”5 

At the end of November they were back to three, for on 29 November the advertisement 

changed again: “…With several new Performances by three Morris-Dancers from the Bath, 

who has [sic] had the Honour to perform before their Royal Highnesses the Prince and 

Princess of Wales.”6 

Their performance continued until the end of the year, but they were back again at 

Bartholomew Fair in both 1744 and 1745, with their “surprising performances”.7 They do not 

appear to have been engaged to dance on at the New Wells or elsewhere after the Fair in 

either year, so we must presume that they were very much last year’s thing: a novelty in the 

city for a season, but neglected thereafter. But what is unusual is that they appear to have 

been genuine provincial morris dancers – not a creation of the dancing and ballet masters 

who dominated the London stage at that time – with a team of six when at full strength; 

entertaining the London public for a full six months in the middle of the eighteenth century. 

Mike Heaney 

April 2016 

 

………………………….………………………………………………… 

Banks of Green Willow 

Some of you will be aware of the project from Fools Gambit Morris who, as this is going to 

print, are on a trip to the Somme to commemorate the loss of 4 of the English Folk Dance 

Society demonstration morris team in 1916 including George Butterworth, after whose 

composition the show is named.   The project has been organised by Joe Dunn from 

Handsworth Sword Dancers and it is being sponsored by Joe along with Lee Hallam, CEO of 

Linbrooke Services. The trip is lasting 5 days and Fool's Gambit will be mainly based in Albert 

and performing around the region, including inside the new International Memorial 'The Ring 

of Remembrance' as well as at Thiepval Memorial and in the Son et Lumière show in Pozières.  

The performances include dances that were referenced in letters home from the Front, such 

as Jockie to the Fair, performed for the troops by Reginald Tiddy and his batman Ralph 

Honeybone, both from Asott-under-Wychwood. Fool's Gambit have also written 3 new dances 

for the occasion as well as adapting some more traditional dances. 

If you want to read about it see their website http://www.foolsgambitmorris. co.uk/ or     

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/thinking-man/dancing-in-the-trenches-to-honour-the-

morris-men-killed-at-the-s/   

By the time you read this they should be back in the UK recounting their experiences. Look 

out for articles.   

                                                             
5 Daily Advertiser 17 October 1743. 
6 Daily Advertiser 29 November 1743 
7 Daily Advertiser 25 August 1744 and 23 August 1745 
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A Lost Morris 

Northumbria is a land full of legends.  I have already mentioned Maurice Lankin, the black 

sheep of the family, who keeps a whole flock of the creatures up in the Cheviots.  It was he 

who would tell us stories of ghostly riders, disappearing Roman legions, shadows patrolling 

Hadrian’s Wall and phantom armies still battling on Flodden Field.  He also told us of the 

Piddle-on-the-Wall Morris men. 

Legend has it that they set off on a tour of the North Tyne valley in the summer of 1866 and 

were never seen again.  The last confirmed sighting was by a pub landlord who saw them 

processing out of Bellingham into the mountain mist (though it may equally have been in a 

drunken haze).  Rumours of sightings came in the following years from as far afield as 

Rotherham but as Aunt Dorcus reasonably pointed out - who in their right mind would want 

to go there and, if they were there, who in their right mind would want them back?  They also 

took with them all knowledge of the Piddle Morris dances - or so it was thought. 

Certainly the dances have never been performed since that fatal tour and were never formally 

collected.  Yet there are references to it in the books of antiquarians:  Boswell for example, in 

his little known Tour of the Scottish Borderlands described the dances as a “most sublime and 

perfect demonstration of border manhood” while the Duke of Morpeth (or at least the pub’s 

regulars) maintained it was “a glorious demonstration of will over adversity”. 

However, some notes in what I think must be my Great-Great-Uncle’s spidery handwriting 

have recently appeared in the Lankin family archive and I have been asked to share them in 

the hope that somebody can reconstruct and restore this long lost set of dances in what is the 

150th anniversary of the incident. 

There appear to be two, possibly four, dances.  Certainly there are notes for two chorus 

figures and it seems as if each could be done with or without sticks depending upon whether 

or not the dancers had been disarmed by the local constabulary. 

The dances generally follow the usual Cotswold pattern and the notes describe it as “not 

unlikened to Bledington but without the fancy bits and more robust in the attack”.  The 

double steps are noted as being “as one would expect of a spring lamb” while the single 

stepping is “more unto a cycling parson than a rat-stamping farmer”. 

All the dances have the same figures  

• Up and Down - as if shadowing yr opponent 

• Gypsy - firm of eye yet without staring down yr opponent 

• Back unto Back – firm and stiff of movement 

• Around – neither giving nor taking ground yet keeping yr place  

• Finish – all facing the musician and shouting – no obscenities. 

Sticking: For the stick dances the sticking pattern is vague with the only instruction being to 

“strike alternately at every opportunity yet in time to the music” and to “block as needed so 

as not to be struck”.  While dancing the sticks are held “at the ready”. There is little direction 

about the music beyond “it is desirable and aids the dancers” and that it is “preferably a tune 

the musician knows”. 
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I would be interested to hear from any side that manages to recreate these dances  

Long Lankin 

May 2016 

2 

3 

6 

4 

1 

5 

The Lankin 

Knot  

(Chorus – 

First Fit) 

The first dance is noted as Lankin’s 

Knot.  For the first half (or Fit) of the 

chorus the notes refer to “four counts of 

four”  

• On the first count of four first 

corners swap places 

• On the second count of four 

first corners turn to face up & 

down the set while second 

corners change places. 

• Third four the middles pass 

shoulders and turn out while 

the second corners turn to face 

up and down the set 

• On the last count of four the 

middles turn so that the whole 

set has realigned on the 

horizontal 

The second half of the chorus is less clear 

stating “All return to place as best ye can 

with corners making as if to star and the 

middles going out and around like a 

clock” 

 

2 
1 

6 5 

4 3 The  

Lankin 

Gauntlet 

(No.5 does 

same) 

The second dance, Lankin’s 

Gauntlet, has a much simpler 

chorus and appears to be 

progressive.  

The bottom pair “dance between 

and around their respective 

middle and top pairs, striking and 

blocking as they pass. They 

thence cast out and up between 

the middle and top pair striking as 

before and ending in top place on 

the opposite side”.  Note for 

simplicity only the track of no.6 is 

shown.  The next figure and 

chorus begins with a new bottom 

pair. 
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The Sidmouth Ritual Dance Competition 

One of the highlights of the Sidmouth Folk Festival, at least for me, was the Ritual Dance 

Competition. It always happened on the Sunday afternoon and I was never a competitor and, 

but for an entry by Duns Tew, none of my teams had taken part. I have only been a judge or 

a member of the audience. 

This was an important event; its history and all the results have not, to my knowledge, ever 

been written about in one place. To do so is a great tribute to the teams who worked hard to 

win this competition. I hope to redress the balance here and maybe motivate others to offer 

their memories and experiences of the event. 

Earlier this year I happened to be talking about the event with my wife Jan Elliott, who 

attended the festival off and on for many years. She had found a 1988 Festival programme 

which included a description of the Ritual Dance Competition, and we were surprised we could 

not recall many of the winners. So I started to ask others, mainly via Facebook. 

At first there were few answers forthcoming, until I contacted Derek Schofield. Derek wrote 

the book on the History of the Festival, and was the Dance/Arena Director for a number of 

years. Derek pulled out all the stops, searching in his garage and looking through boxes of old 

Festival daily newsletters. He was able to provide me with what we think is a complete list of 

all the winners, plus some personal comments about the competition. So thanks to Derek it is 

possible to write this article, and to add a few of my own reminiscences. 

It appears that the competition started in 1983, after Sidmouth Festival Director John Dowell 

had been a judge at a morris competition (in Bath, we think). That competition was intended 

to improve team presentation skills as well as dance quality. It was such a success that 

Dowell brought the idea to Sidmouth.  

In the first year, 1983, the winners were Monkseaton, who were booked to perform at the 

Festival (booked teams were allowed to compete back then).  In that first year, there was a 

tremendous rain storm just as the competition began and the marquee was flooded; and on a 

personal level, I did not see all the entries that year. 

The following years’ winners are listed below. After 1983, booked Festival teams were not 

allowed to take part. 

1984: Old Spot Morris 

1985: South Downs Morris 

1986: Oyster Morris 

1987: Seven Champions – Windsor Morris came 2nd 

1988: Benskins Morris (I believe – Duns Tew Morris came 3rd) 

1989: Benskins Morris 

It was not policy in the early years to list placed teams; those listed above are only personal 

memories. 

Up until 1989 the event was called the Ritual Dance Competition. However, by now some clog 

step teams had begun to enter, and one year I remember there was even a three person 

Sailor's Hornpipe.  
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So in 1990 it was decided by the Festival to split the event into a Dance Team Display and a 

Ceremonial Dance Competition.1 Interestingly, there were not enough entries in the Dance 

Team Display competition that year! 

1990: Severn Gilders - Ceremonial Dance  

1991: Half Moon Sword (NY) - Ceremonial Dance  

Corryvrechan (Scottish dance team) – Dance Team Display  

1992: Stony Stratford Morris - Ceremonial Dance 

In 1992: the Dance Team Display competition was cancelled, as once again there were not 

enough entries, and after this it was abandoned. 

Also in 1993, the Festival started to list all 3 places in the competition in the daily newsletter. 

Ceremonial dance: 

1993: 1st - Hammersmith Morris; 2nd - Loose Women; 3rd - East Saxon Sword 

1994: 1st - Stony Stratford Morris; 2nd - (3-way tie) Berkshire Bedlam, Severn Gilders, 

Utrecht Morris  

1995: 1st - Loose Woman; 2nd - Hoddesden Crownsmen;  3rd - Wheal Sophia.  

The 1996 results couldn't be found, so we assume that's when it ended.  

Derek Schofield was Arena Director at that time, and believes that he and Alan Bearman 

(Song Director) decided that the team competition had run its course and the jig competition 

was becoming more prominent.  

Here are a few of Derek’s recollections about the event: 

The judges were regularly booed of course, and some of the comments to the judges 

afterwards were insulting.    

Then there was the year Roy Dommett (a judge) was accused of falling asleep during the 

competition.  

There was Dr. Sunshine's 2 man sword dance one year.  

The Middle Bar singers did a spoof Morris Marine Ritual Dance Competition (or perhaps that 

was only for the benefit of the newsletter).  

When the booked teams were excluded it was in part because there was a view that if they 

didn't win, then why was the festival booking them? But the ability of other teams to enter 

was dependent on their having a full team in Sidmouth, which was not necessarily very easy. 

And here are some of my own memories: 

The competition will always bring back memories of Boughton Monchelsea Morris, who 

entered numerous times in the early years, galumphing across the stage with clods of turf 

and straw on their heads! Their performances were a unique experience.  

I was a judge in one of those years with Roy Dommett, and he turned to me and said in my 

ear, "They are terrible – what do you think?" I concurred, and he replied: "I would join them 

if I lived there!" 

                                                             
1 Ed: my copies of programmes from 1993 and 1994 call it the Sidmouth Morris Dance Competition  
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However, my overriding memory will always be of 1987, the year that the Seven Champions 

entered on the weekend that one of their founding dancers, John Gasson, was killed in a car 

crash on his way to the festival: thus giving rise to the later Jig Competition.  They were 

inspired and inspiring, and their performance was outstanding: Balance, timing, their normal 

subtle humour, controlled emotion, great dancing and music.  I believe they danced their 

handclapping dance in 5/8, and they did it perfectly with tears streaming down their black-

painted cheeks. 

Windsor Morris, who I have always viewed as one of the greatest teams, were also competing 

that year. But even though they danced beautifully, no one could beat the Champs’s flawless 

performance in John’s honour. 

I can also remember the feeling of dread that I would be a judge the year that one of the 

Bampton teams, or indeed any of the original Traditional teams took part – and didn't win!! 

How could I face them afterwards? I can remember some of the feelings of trepidation we 

went through as judges – would we get it right or who will get upset by our decisions, and 

how hard we tried to be fair with everyone who took part. 

One year my fellow judges were Sue Swift and Geoff Hughes. We talked about the contest 

even before it started, and came up with what we thought was a fairer way to judge. It was a 

more complex method of scoring than had been used earlier, with a greater emphasis on 

style and performance with marks weighted toward our ideas of what made for a great 

performance. 

We also decided to give every entry team a written adjudication of their performances. We 

tried to be positive with our remarks, praising their strengths and pointing out areas of 

weakness that could be improved. The day after the event we spent several hours at my hotel 

completing these adjudications, but we still managed to upset a couple of people. It only 

proved how difficult a job it is to judge in such a complex and personal situation. 

It is amazing to think that it all ended over 20 years ago! However, I am sure that watching 

the dancing was a great experience for all those people who crammed into the tent for this 

surprisingly popular event. Whether the experience was as great for the competing teams, I 

can only guess. Probably yes for the winners, but for the losers … ? 

In the end, I wonder: did the contest meet its inclusion criteria? Did dancing improve because 

of it? Did it come to an end too soon? Would there still be a place for it today? 

Who knows … what do you think? 

Tim Radford 

March 2016 

 

Ex-dancer and teacher: Twynham Morris, Oxford City Morris, The Adderbury Morris Men, 

Bloxham Morris, Kirtlington Morris Men, Duns Tew Morris, Long Itchington Bedlam, Woods 

Hole Village Morris, Pinewoods Morris Men and Thames Valley International. 
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Morris Tunes 

John Offord has been looking through old tune books and came across these tunes which he 

suggests should not be lost!     

They are both from the 18th century country dancing masters as indicated.  

Hopkin’s Corner is a version of ‘Dearest Dickie’, originally printed in A major.  

 

Old Oxford is a version of ‘Old Tom of Oxford’. 

 

John also has sent the notation of two dances which are no longer in the repertoire of their 

teams and which will be published in the next issue. 
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Hummy Dancing – a Lost Norfolk Dance Tradition 

Flirby and I drove along the A11 to Wymondham for Christmas last year. When the road signs 

told us we were approaching Thetford, I mused that someone ought to do ‘something’ about 

‘hummy dancing’. What’s that? I hear you cry. At first sight, there isn’t much to say, but as I 

hold many relevant documents to Plough Monday custom in East Anglia, I thought I’d better 

open the debate – not easy, as our house ‘dahn sarf’ was sold, with completion less than six 

weeks away! 

The one literary reference that is commonly available comes from W.G. Clarke’s, ‘In 

Breckland Wilds’: 

… ‘Hummy dancers’ are associated with Thetford and Boxing Day. Until about thirty years 

ago, and on a few occasions since, bands of young men dressed in absurd costumes and 

blacked faces, paraded the streets and at intervals gave a performance. Some of each party 

wore female costumes and these were chased round and round by their partners who struck 

their padded backs with wooden ladles. These resounding thwacks were accompanied by the 

yells of both strikers and stricken. The band usually consisted of a man who played on fire-

irons, another on a frying pan, some home-made stringed instruments from which a 

humming sound was evoked, possibly the origin of the term ‘Hummy dancers’. As the price of 

this travesty of the drama, offerings were solicited from passers-by, and from the residents in 

the vicinity of the various ‘stands’, and by the end of the day most of the performers had 

imbibed their share of the proceeds. It is probable that this absurd performance was a 

degenerate mystery play, and judging by the actions of the performers not unlikely that of ‘St 

George and the Dragon’. For many years the Thetford musicians and actors were of high 

repute. Both Evelyn and Pepys mentioned the Thetford fiddlers and Shadwell in his play ‘Bury 

Fair’ referred to the ‘Thetford Musick’. Sir Humphrey Noddy said: “Shud, they are the best 

music in England; there’s the best Shawm and Bandore, and a fellow that acts Tom of Bet’lem 

to a miracle! And they sing ‘Charon, oh gentle Charon’ and ‘Come Daphne’ better than 

Singleton and Clayton did.” 

H.A. Harris, in reviewing this, comments that ‘hummy’ is a corruption of ‘Mummy’ dances 

‘condemned by the Synod of Thurles on account of their indecency occasioned by men and 

women changing garments.’ 

Enid Porter echoes this passage in ‘The Folklore of East Anglia’ (1974: London, Batsford) on 

page 72, wherein 

Perhaps, too, the ‘rough dancing’ once performed on Boxing Day went back to the 

performance of a now forgotten play … In Thetford, Norfolk, bands of young men known as 

‘Hummy Dancers’ went about the town dancing in pairs on Boxing Day, one of each pair 

dressed as a woman. They were accompanied by two or three ‘musicians’ playing on kettles, 

saucepans and trays and by the monotonous droning of a home-made violin. Part of the 

performance consisted of the man in each pair of dancers beating his ‘female’ companion with 

a large ladle. 

So, what more is there to say? Whilst researching newspapers and other material for my 

limited edition book ‘More Honoured in the Breach Than the Observance’ which covered 

Plough Monday customs in Cambridgeshire alone, I ‘hoovered’ up anything related, relevant 

or just interesting from eminent collectors such as Fred Hamer and Russell Wortley. Russell 

Wortley left two sets of notes, both which need to be compared and coordinated: one at the 

University of Sheffield, the other in the Cambridgeshire Collection held at Cambridge Public 

Library. We assume that there was hint of something concerning Plough Monday to be found 

at Thetford and that a Jimmy Nichols (1873-1952) might be able to help. A visit was in order: 
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1 October 1943. Thetford 

Woman caretaker at Museum – Hummy dancers – remembers seeing them. 

8 or 10 men – half in women’s clothes 

Danced striking each other with sticks.    Blacked faces. 

Never heard of Plough Monday … 

Jimmy Nichols (chimney sweep) in caravan nr Church of St Mary the Less, Bury Road 

 

J. Nichols not at home 

Another old chap – Hummy dancers – all men 

Boxing Day – 6 dancers – 3 dressed in women’s clothes c hats & skirts – other 3 as men – 

Musicians: accordion or one-stringed fiddle – sometimes a cadger. No special tune. 

Dancers with humps on backs & carried sticks to knock each other as they jigged round in 

couples – no special figures. No kind of a play. ?men had humps 

“women” hitched up their skirts 

Never heard of Plough Monday 

 

Another old chap in the town – Hummy dancers not since before last war – Boxing Day 

Music – fiddle played by a cripple, Luke (Moore) (now dead) 

Several gangs used to go round – musician – 4 dancers not a play – 

Never heard of P.M. 

Jimmy Nichols seemed to be elusive as he was never home upon Wortley’s visits until 1944: 

Thurs 31 August 1944 Thetford 

Jimmy Nichols – chimney sweep (77) 

Hummy dancers – Boxing Day (Plough M not known) 

8 men + musicians with home-made one-string fiddle (piece of wire stretched over wooden 

board & scraped with a file). “3 couples” 6 dancers – blacked faces – 3 as men with tall hats 

& long coats, humps stuffed out with old rags, etc. on their backs. 

3 as women with skirts, etc. & carrying wooden bats with which they struck the men’s humps 

as they jigged round each other. 

He spoke of a rattling sound (produced I think by pieces of some hard material put in the 

humps). No special dance – the men sometimes cocked up their legs at the “women” to make 

a laugh. 

They spent the whole day at it, going round Thetford & visiting some surrounding villages e.g. 

Croxton. 

The fiddler was Luke Moore (now dead) 

Nichols’ grandfather was a hummy dancer, & he thinks they did it in the same way. 

Sometimes they sang songs but no particular ones used – no kind of play – always finishing 

up at a pub. 

Sometimes 2 or 3 separate groups went round. 

Discontinued before last war. 

A second visit to Nichols in 1949 only served as a follow-up in a quest for Plough Monday 

information which didn’t apply in Thetford’s case.  

The late Norris Winstone also had some information on the subject in a letter to another 

enquirer among my papers: 

23 April 1996 

Hummy Dancing – The magazine ‘Norfolk Fair’ had a few letters about this in the 1970s. John 

Vincent, who taught at Thetford Grammar School found one old chap in Thetford who 

remembered that they wore any old clothes, blacked their faces and went round banging 

frypans and saucepans. 

The other man who looked through the newspapers was Paddy Butcher who lives near Bury 

St Edmunds (I believe he is a folk singer). I have a feeling that I sent this information to 
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Russell who intended to research it, as he did the step dancing at the Aldborough Sheep Fair 

– I do not think he ever got round to it. 

John Vincent now lives in Australia. When I get time, I’ll search through some of the old 

Norwich District newsletters. In the various letter, this doggerel rhyme was quoted: 

Humma Dumma Dory 

My sister Mary, 

Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! 

Which was accompanied by the cracking of a whip. 

Also I believe a Mr Coleman tried to find out about it – this came from Keith Chandler. I am 

not a researcher, but just have a memory for odd snippets of information… 

So. What else is there to find out? Is it possible to retrieve more to create something 

‘danceable’? Vital records needed to be looked up and census returns examined to find more 

on the participants and informants. 

Oliver Bone, at the Thetford Ancient House Museum at Thetford, emailed me in January 2015 

with an image from the magazine ‘Norfolk Fair’ and an obituary for the musician, Luke Moore 

who was described as ‘a familiar figure in the North Suffolk villages.’  

Luke Moore, who died Jan 20th 1912 aged 80 years, was a tinker who visited Thetford and 

the north Suffolk villages … (who) was often seen “soliciting orders about town with his tin 

cans etc. suspended from his back.” Moore walked with crutches and a story goes that during 

the Crimea War an officer visited one of the inns in the town for the purpose of getting 

recruits. Amongst those sitting round the table was ‘Old Moore’. The officer offered the King’s 

shilling, which was the custom in those days and the men accepted, and were ordered to 

attend at a certain place next morning. Moore went on his crutches with the rest and the 

officer nearly had a fit. 

The census returns over time told how he lived a less peripatetic life. In 1861, he lived at 

Painters Lane as a carpenter/labourer; in 1871 and 1881 at the same address as an umbrella 

maker and general labourer respectively. In later life, he worked as a hawker, brassworker 

and tinsmith at various times.  

The only other known participant in Wortley’s research is Jimmy Nichols’s ‘grandfather’ which 

seemingly narrows it down to a choice of two! His paternal grandfather was William Nichols 

(1829-1875) described in the 1861 and 1871 census as a maltster living in Thetford. His 

death is registered at Henstead, his wife Adelaide’s at Bacup in 1903. The maternal 

grandfather was one Griffin Wharf (1818-1891) from Brandon, variously described as a 

labourer and maltster. However, in Jimmy Nichols’ obituary, the grandfather is described as 

‘Henry Flatford’. Although born at nearby Brandon, James Henry Platfoot (1837-1909) is 

consistently described as a chimney sweep in census returns, living in the same immediate 

locality as Luke Moore, thus providing a more satisfactory explanation of identity, especially 

as his own father isn’t cited as a participant. 

That leaves me asking people cited by Wortley and Winstone (Win), plus the circle of known 

modern-day researchers. Gordon ‘Phil’ Phillips put me on to Paddy Butcher, who informs:  

Back in the day, John (Vincent) and I tried to get more info on 'hummy dancing'. Russell 

Wortley and Win had some sketchy references, and I seem to remember seeing a pic of said 

dancers. I remember the pic showing folks blacked up and adorned with pots and pans. 

Presumably to make a fair old racket. I don't remember any details of much 'dancing'. Jim 
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Youngs used to play for us (St. Edmundsbury MM – 

long extinct). He was a Thetfordian and if he is still 

around, he may have more info.  

I also received an email from Ron Wood: 

I, too, am intrigued by this description of Thetford's 

Hummy Dancers.  As a Thetfordian with some Morris 

Dance experience (Cotswold and some Border), this 

passage has inspired me to consider starting a 21st 

Century Thetford Hummy Dancers revival side.  I have 

as yet been unable to get things ‘off the ground’ in this 

regard other than gauge interest among my friends 

and associates, but still in the back of my mind to do 

this! 

The description includes some 'whacking' of backs, 

which (as well as sounding fun to recreate!) I imagine 

to have been carried out with malt shovels (obviously 

against a well-padded back).  I have no basis for this 

other than Thetford's history of malting and brewing, 

which I guess would have been a major employer back 

then.  It is also ‘nice’ to know that Thetford's musicians 

were seen as some of the best in the area when this was written!  Of course, World War One 

deprived us of many young men who would otherwise have perhaps continued these old 

traditions. 

So, what’s left to be done? Few of my Molly Dance contacts are unable to help. This is 

intended as an ‘in progress’ article without any intention of analysis or pointers for any 

revival, so may seem rather more disjointed than I’d have liked. The one ‘Norfolk Fair’ cutting 

I have refers to dancing in Norfolk in general without adding more to the story. The British 

Library at St. Pancras only has limited copies of ‘Norfolk Fair’ – needless to say, those they do 

have hold no useful information. (London is 450 km from Tyneside). The online service of 

British Library Newspapers is yet to extend to include much Thetford news beyond the Bury 

Free Press. It’s about time I owed myself another visit to Norfolk to go through those missing 

editions of ‘Norfolk Fair’ and browse through the local paper at Thetford Library. Anyone who 

would like to indulge themselves is welcome to do so. I’ll give help and pass on contact 

information if relevant. I only ask you to liaise with me and publish your results. 

George Frampton, 

Whitley Bay, October 2015 

 

Notes and references: 

W.G. Clarke, ‘In Breckland Wilds’ (1925 first edn.; 1937: Cambridge, Heffer) page148  

Enid Porter, The Folklore of East Anglia (1974: London, Batsford) page 72 

H.A. Harris, suffolkinstitute.pdfsrv.co.uk/.../Volume XXIII Part 1 (1937) 

Russell Wortley’s Notes, 1939-51 (Cambridgeshire Collection, Cambridge Public library) 

Norris Winstone, extract of letter 23 April 1996 (source unknown) 

Jimmy Nichols’ obituary, Thetford & Watton Times, Friday 23 January 1953, page 3 

Email from Oliver Bone, 6 January 2015  

Email from Paddy Butcher, 4 January 2015  

Email from Ron Wood, 14 January 2015  

Luke Moore, ‘hummy’ fiddler and  

would-be army recruit 
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DERT 2016 – another storming success! 

Another year, another DERT.  If you haven’t met this phenomenon before, it’s the annual 

competition for rapper dancers, Dancing England Rapper Tournament.  And what a DERT it 

was.  All the essential elements were there: excitement, challenge, innovation, dissention, 

alternative judges, flags, alcohol, weird red skin suits…  

Medlock Rapper were in the hot seat this year, hosting DERT in Manchester, 11 to 13 March.  

The team only started in 2013, but they won the Open section in 2015 and took organising 

DERT in their stride, with a very professional approach.  They even had a media partner for 

design, film, PR and marketing.   

The weekend began with the traditional get together on Friday evening, in the somewhat 

cavernous bars of the Victoria Warehouse, a large venue and hotel.  The other event on while 

we were there gave us a clue to its more usual inhabitants – a festival featuring alternative 

psychedelic rock and roll bands from all over the world.  After extensive pre-competition 

talking and drinking, Saturday came around all too soon and it was time to get kitted up and 

off to the warm up pub.  Every team had the chance to do one dance before embarking on 

the competition proper.  I was performing with Mabels Gubbins Rapper and we saw the value 

of this, as our warm up was the only dance of the day that went wrong (phew).   

I have written articles about DERT for Morris Matters in the past, variously as a competitor, 

organiser, observer and, once, a member of a winning team.  This year we were due to 

compete but a skiing accident put paid to that when a Mabel sadly seriously injured herself.  

As we had no ready-prepared substitute, we quickly brushed up one of our shiny, new, brave 

Mabels so we could at least exhibit at DERT.  We wanted to dance but didn’t want the extra 

pressure of being judged.  We danced well and had a thoroughly great time, but I doubt that 

would have been the case if we had competed! 

As exhibitors, we still danced in all of the five 

competition pubs.  In each one, we were lucky that 

Star and Shadow danced before us and Black Swan 

after us.  Rapper dancers are a supportive bunch 

and we were thankful for all the teams who were 

great audiences for us, especially Black Swan.  A 

clapping, cheering crowd simply makes a rapper 

dance better.  And we were fortunate to see Black 

Swan’s dance with extra sparkle in the downstairs 

bar of one pub, the Font.  The floor has a bit gritty 

(generally not great for rapper, of course) resulting 

in showers of sparks every time they scrapped a 

sword across the floor.   

Medlock’s planning was brilliant – they managed to 

get 27 rapper teams to dance seven times each 

between 10 am and 5 pm while still making sure 

we all had an hour off for lunch.   

There were two judges in each pub, marking and 

commenting on all the teams.  Despite not 

competing, we still bribed the judges (you never know, we might get the same ones next 

year….).  Mae, our fiddler, combined our favourite things into delicious gin-soaked cupcakes.  

Black Swan Sparks  

photo: Damon Holland 
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But we did compete for the prizes awarded by the ‘fringe’ alternative judges.  Amy O’Brien 

and Clare Mitchell took on the arduous task of sitting in one pub all day, judging everyone on 

a number of vital categories: best bum, best use of a flag, best bribe, best beard, best use of 

social media and best injury.  They also awarded the Maris Piper award (who doesn’t like a 

potato?) to the team responsible for their favourite bit of DERT.   

Everybody seemed to survive the day in one piece (quite an achievement for rapper dancers), 

but the same can’t be said for the lights in Medlock’s home pub, the aptly named Gaslamp.  

Northgate Rapper smashed one of the glass lampshades in the chandelier.  When we arrived 

at the Gaslamp later in the day, we didn’t understand why there was a small table in the 

middle of the dancing area, then the penny dropped – it was there to keep us away from the 

surviving 11 lampshades.   

There are three divisions in the main competition: Open, Championship and Premier.  There is 

also the Spotlight, in which everyone is judged on one dance in one venue, irrespective of 

division.  This was held in the People’s History Museum, an apt venue, except the room we 

danced in was big, stark and lacking in atmosphere.  This reinforced what I already thought – 

I can’t see the point of the Spotlight.  I’m not sure what role it fulfils.  But the Museum did 

also host DERTy, the junior (12 years and under) and youth (13 to 17 years) sections of 

DERT.   

The evening Showcase was in the Ritz, part of the O2 chain, where the staff were clearly more 

used to big music gigs than a bunch of rapper devotees.  Once inside, we found a big, dark 

ballroom with little seating, which I confess I struggled with.  But it is difficult to find the 

perfect venue for the Showcase, as some people want to sit and watch everyone else 

dancing, while others want to analyse, discuss and gossip with lots of other rapper dancers.   

The Traditional competition was first, for teams entering a dance from identified and notated 

villages in the Northeast.  For the first time, entrants had to submit notation in advance, then 

they were judged on how well they danced and how faithful their dance was to the notation.  

The competitors were interspersed with the first show dances, a new idea that worked well, 

allowing the judges to score while the audience was being entertained. 

Then we got onto the showcase 

proper.  Everyone had a chance 

to show off as they wished.  Most 

choose to do their usual dance 

but some did something special.  

The most memorable were Silver 

Flame’s bras, Gaorsach’s ‘lady 

beards’, Red Mum Rapper’s very 

weird and rather unsettling 

faceless red morph suits, and 

finally Medlock bringing the 

house down with their mad, 

magnificent mix of rapper and 

Steps (yes – the pop group).   

After that came the prize giving.  This took a long time, as there are 14 prizes.  I’m going to 

stick my neck out here and say there are too many.  The number has grown with good 

reason, but maybe it’s time to stop and review the situation.   

 

Red Mum Rapper 
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The Open was won by Thrales Mudlarks, one of the veteran teams whose dancers have to 

have a combined age of 250 years or more.  Red Mum Rapper, from Denmark, were the very 

popular winners of the Championship.  Black Swan bagged the Premier by the narrowest of 

margins, finishing one point ahead of Whip the Cat. After taking the rapper world by storm 

earlier this century, Black Swan went through a quieter patch, but were well back on form 

this year.  The overall winners, taking home the Steve Marris Trophy, were Newcastle 

Kingsmen.   

Thrales won the Traditional 

after a number of years of 

trying, Sallyport won best 

character and Black Swan took 

the music prize, as well as the 

Tyzack Shield for highest buzz 

factor.  Stone Monkey 

Silverbacks were the best 

veterans, Dapperapper (from 

the USA) best newcomers, and 

Hexham Morris the best team 

who dance rapper as their 

second tradition.  Oakenyouth 

were the best Junior team and 

NYFTE won the Youth prize.  

Whip the Cat won the Spotlight.  And there was 

another prize, the Manchester Rambler, for the 

team dancing in the most extra pubs during the 

day.  This was won by Thrales Mudlarks, who 

somehow managed to fit in nine more dances.    

But what about the alternative judges?  Mabels tried hard and were rewarded with 

honourable mentions for our bribes (Mae’s lovely little gin-soaked cakes) and the beards we 

wore in the Showcase.  Medlock won the potato with their startling Showcase extravaganza.  

After the Showcase, Mabels settled into one of the competition pubs, despite the loud gig 

going on.  Gaorsach were there in force and gate-crashed the gig with a rapper dance that 

went down extremely well with the rather surprised audience.  Anyone still standing then 

headed back to the Victoria Warehouse for very late drinks before staggering home. 

Sunday started, at least for Mabels, with a hearty breakfast, while others were dancing their 

socks off at a workshop run by the winning team.  This was followed by a well-attended 

discussion on the future of DERT, another innovation by Medlock that will hopefully be 

repeated in the future.  It was pretty far-ranging but came up with some practical 

suggestions about how to keep DERT manageable despite growing 

numbers, difficulty in finding venues, etc.   Next year’s hosts, Crook 

Morris, were there and didn’t seem too daunted.  All rapper fans 

should put it in their diaries now: 7th to 9th April in Kendal. Medlock 

have posted videos from the weekend on their DERT 2016 website – 

well worth a look: http://www.dert2016.co.uk/videos/  I strongly 

recommend spending four minutes watching Medlock’s Showcase 

performance, even if you are not a rapper fan.  Don’t miss the two 

blokes strutting their stuff in gold lamé budgie smugglers… 

Sally Wearing     

July 2016                  

Whip the Cat tumble                                      

Photo: Charlotte Dover 
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Be It Ever So Traditional, There’s No Place Like 

Colne: A Morris Dance Publisher’s Cautionary Tale 

In the summer of 1990, John Roberts and I were in Memphis singing at an International 

Children’s Festival. We were asked to do a Morris dance show with a team of youngsters from 

St. Louis. We did a jig and then three of the children got up to do their first dance, starting in 

a triangle formation. The musician played the opening measures of “Over the Hills and Far 

Away” and I realized they were doing a version of one of my team’s invented dances, “The 

Barrows House.” “Where did you learn that?” “From a video of three Marlboro Men dancing it 

at Pinewoods Camp last summer.” 

I confess that, despite a firm philosophical belief that any performance done in a public space 

is literally in the “public domain” and fair game, I had to struggle with the  feelings of  a 

treasured possession being taken from me without permission and with no credit given. Of 

course, it only sort of looked like my dance. These children didn’t look anything like the 

Marlboro Men and anyone less familiar with both performances might not have recognized 

any similarity beyond the triangular shape which is not, in any case, unique to the dance. But 

the feelings were still there.  

I think these feelings of ownership are an important part of the human condition, an essential 

ingredient of the pride we take in our achievements. They do not, however, necessarily 

translate into a justification for litigious action. Sharp met dancers from many teams who 

were happy for him to spread the word and the details of their most precious forms of 

expression. He also encountered teams who were not eager for him to publish and either 

wouldn’t meet with him or gave him erroneous information so that they hadn’t completely 

given away their dance.  

Perhaps because of the litigious nature of contemporary society, a new line has been crossed. 

There are now teams who seek actively to prevent others from acquiring the information 

necessary to perform “their” dance(s). My experience with the phenomenon sprang from my 

publication of Roy Dommett’s notations of dances from Colne in Lancashire. This is a complex 

story. I hope that sharing my recent encounters may make some contribution towards 

bettering our understanding of the issues. Resolution may be too much to ask for. 

 The Tale 

Where does one learn dances? From a few books which contain notations, from classes, from 

watching other teams, and from manuscripts or people who had studied them. This is what I 

did, including field trips to England filming dance performances and visiting selected team 

practices.  Most useful, however, in exposing me to the vast range of dancing extant in 

England were a pile of typewritten and mimeographed notes prepared by the man who 

became my dance mentor, Roy Leonard Dommett. I spent the summer of 1984 editing and 

organizing a collection (about 1000pp.) of Dommett’s archival and instructional notes. In five 

volumes as Roy Dommett’s Morris Notes,1 they include essays on aspects of the Morris, hand-

copied manuscripts and field-notes from various collectors,  and notations of a wide variety of 

dances.   

Some history of how Dommett made these notes is relevant here. In the 1960’s, while he and 

three of his sons were dancing with the Abingdon Traditional Morris Dancers, Dommett had 

begun filming as much Morris as he could, documenting all of the contemporary display dance 

repertoire, making notations from these recordings, and drawing together as many 

previously-existing dance descriptions as he could. His agenda was clear, public, and became 
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well-known: to document and make available details of the full range of English seasonal 

dance customs. My experience of him working in the field was that permission to film was 

always obtained and that people were never in doubt as to his intentions for the material. The 

impact of his talks, film presentations and dance workshops was immense. The information in 

the notes he handed out at his presentations and mailed on request hastened and supported 

a rich and solid revival and restoration of many kinds of seasonal display dancing in England. 

It is interesting that only one group (Chipping Campden) in Dommett’s collection requested 

that a claim of “copyright” be attached to his descriptions of their dances.  

As I understand it, Dommett was assisted at many of his instructional sessions in the 1960’s 

and early 1970’s by other zealots who were also exploring the memories of old, former 

dancers in order to record and restore the various once-thriving seasonal customs. One of 

these co-workers was Julian Pilling who acquired information about several dance traditions in 

the counties of Lancashire and Cheshire. By about 1975, when it had become clear that there 

was a burgeoning interest in establishing new teams in communities throughout England and 

America, Dommett and Pilling went in opposite philosophical directions. Pilling decided that 

the materials they had been previously been freely sharing and teaching should be restricted 

to use exclusively within the immediate communities within which they were collected; 

Dommett continued to feel that the survival of the dance traditions would be best served by  

descriptive information being made openly available. 

A few partial sets of Dommett’s notes made it to this country in the 1970’s as he came to the 

USA regularly on business and did dance workshops and lectures on the side. I decided to 

make a definitive set after discovering that people were making 4th or 5th generation copies 

of his notes without knowing their source. Dommett encouraged me, collaborated closely with 

me and made sure I had a copy of everything. The five-volume sets of reprints were only 

offered for sale via outlets connected with the Country Dance and Song Society of America 

(CDSS) except when I have sold copies at occasional dance conferences and teaching 

sessions in England. Roy felt that there were plenty of copies of his notes available over 

there. He continued to provide specific items on request and issued new notes as he gave 

workshops. The raw condition of the descriptions (they are, after all, just photocopies of 

notes) has pretty much limited the circulation to Morris dance specialists. 

Dommett’s activities and notes have always been controversial in some quarters, primarily 

because of his orientation to assign equal importance to the contemporary performance 

practice of so-called “revival” and “traditional” teams. In documenting the new teams as well 

as the few dance groups with more-or-less continuous performance history since the 

nineteenth century, he flouted the almost-holy reverence with which these groups had been 

regarded. Most, myself included, felt that Dommett had opened a window on an improperly-

closed room made unnecessarily stuffy. Others, including Mr. Pilling, disagreed. 

He evidently learned of the existence of an American edition of Dommett’s notes in the fall of 

1994 after one of his Colne Royal team members (Alan Seymour) had visited the USA to 

teach at a dance camp and purchased a copy.  He was shocked to discover descriptions of 

two dances, “Colne” and “Colne Royal”, with Julian Pilling listed as the collector.2 While on 

tour over here, this man had declined to teach the Colne dance in any way even at a 

workshop with one team which includes a dance they call “Colne Royal” in their repertoire. He 

stated it was “team policy” not to teach or publish the dance.3 

 On returning to England, the Colne Royal dancer showed the Dommett volume to the team. 

Julian Pilling wrote to CDSS suggesting that they had infringed on his “intellectual property 

rights” by reprinting Dommett’s notes of dances on which he had originally collected 

information. This act, he suggested, “transgressed accepted codes” and “may be an 

infringement of British law.” He recommended the Morris Ring’s publication of A Handbook of 
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Morris Dances 4 by way of comparison. It showed, he suggested, “respect” for the wishes of 

teams who claimed similar rights for their repertoire. Two teams (Abingdon and Chipping 

Campden) requested that descriptions of their dances not be included in the collection. They 

were, Pilling implies, thereby protected from becoming what he called “display fodder”.5   

Brad Foster, the Director, consulted with dance scholars and legal advisors and tentatively 

concluded that Dommett’s descriptions of public performances had long ago passed into the 

public domain and, in any case, Dommett had given full permission for the reprinting. While 

the notes may have broken taboos and bruised egos, they broke no laws. Nevertheless, 

Pilling’s letter had a distinct impact for, as the Dommett volumes went out of stock, CDSS 

have still been too wary to reprint them.  

In January, 1995, I wrote at length to Pilling arguing in detail why I thought the English 

dance customs were well-served by full disclosure.  I pointed out that Dommett’s descriptions 

of “Colne Royal” and “Colne”  were based on two sources: first, detailed instruction Pilling 

gave at Halsway Manor classes with Roy Dommett and, second, film which he took, with 

Pilling’s permission, of the Colne Royal team dancing. Pilling wrote back rejecting my 

arguments. He suggested that I put a desire for scholarly completeness ahead of the wishes 

of traditional teams. I have suggested the need to make the debate open and public although 

Pilling implies that there is no room for discussion on the issues involved here. More response 

came through several letters from a man I did not know (C. P. Clarke) who had seen my 

letters to Pilling.  

Clarke escalated the rhetoric, highlighting the vivid emotional stakes. Publishing the 

notations, he suggested, was depriving him of “his English heritage.” It left, he wrote, one 

Morris dancer who learned of it feeling as if he had been “raped”.6 He called my actions 

“racist” because dance performances such as those in the streets of Colne were not given the 

same deference which he thinks would be afforded Native-American tribes and their dancing.7 

Finally, Mr. Clarke wrote that publishing the Colne and other “traditional” dances constituted 

“exploitation for academic purposes.”  Mr. Clarke took it seriously enough to write to the 

Provost at Boston University complaining about my use of these “traditional” materials. After 

consulting with counsel, the Provost replied to him that free performances in the street and 

Dommett’s widely-circulated descriptions of them seemed clearly in the public domain. There 

was no more correspondence at this point.  

There are still deeply held feelings, however, but people on both sides of an argument can 

have them.  I came across an example of this in 1996 while pulling Ivor Allsop’s sword dance 

notations together into book form.8 Ivor, a former Squire of the Morris Ring, had obtained 

permission to include a notation from all of the teams he considers “traditional” except for 

Handsworth, a team he danced with for several years. Ivor was also told by a team official 

that he could not include the set of tunes which Handsworth currently uses; Ivor felt strongly 

that he could since he had been part of a small group of three which put the set together. I 

was told in a letter by the same team officer that it had been Harry Pitts’ (the long-time team 

captain) last wish that the dance not be published; Harry’s son, John, on the hand, was very 

supportive of the project. A description of the dance as it had been performed when Ivor was 

on the team was eventually included. 

Reflecting on the Issues 

There is, in fact, a slew of points which merit extended discussion, some of which are 

emotional, some legal, some philosophical and some empirical or practical in nature. What 

rights should a Morris or sword team or individuals on that team have to prevent others from 

performing a dance derived from their repertoire? Does it make a difference if the team or the 

dance is “traditional?” If I make a description or notation of their dance, can or should they 

be able to prevent me from publishing it? What rights does the “collector” have?  The issues 
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are tough ones tinged with questions about ownership, legality, ethics, courtesy, aesthetics, 

fairness, the concept of tradition, and the nature of the teaching/learning process. They are 

loaded with personal and emotional consequences and feelings of regional and even national 

pride. Most of these questions have rarely been asked, let alone, answered. Questions about 

copyright simply never arose about matters around which there was no financial gain, such as 

folk dancing.  Such questions are now potentially a concern of every Morris dancer. I see 

seven areas of interest revealed in the story of my own first-hand encounter.  

1. Money, Control, or just Credit? 

2. The Feeling of “Ownership” for what one dances and/or collects 

3. What is the role of the collector? 

4. A description is not a dance 

5. What’s at stake here? 

6. What damage has been caused by publication? 

7. What is the value of publication? 

(to be continued)  

Anthony G. Barrand 

Ph.D. Boston University 

 

This article was first published in American Morris Newsletter, February 10, 1997 and many 

thanks to Tony for sending this to me. 

1 Barrand, Anthony G. Roy Dommett’s Morris Notes, Northampton, MA: Country Dance and Song 
Society of America, 1986. 

2 Ibid, Vol. 2: North-West Morris,  

3 I have an extended personal history with this dance. I filmed the Manchester Morris Men in 1979 
doing a dance they called “a traditional dance from Colne”. It was, they said, slightly different from the 
one which had been taught to them by Julian Pilling when he was on the team. He had since left to form 
the Colne Royal Morris Men and had made it clear they should avoid the “Colne Royal” dance. The 
differences are minor. At Pinewoods in 1980, I taught the dance I had learned from the Manchester Men 
and most North American versions stem from this source. The most influential interpretation based on 
my 1979 film was that danced by Goatshead in London, Ontario, under the direction of Paul Handford 
and Rosemary Donovan.  

4 Bacon, Lionel. A Handbook of Morris Dances, The Morris Ring, 1974. 

5 I assume this pejorative phrase refers to a dance being performed outside of the “traditional” 
legitimate location by a group other than those who have inherited it. In its most extreme 
interpretation, this dismisses most Morris teams as merely purveyors of “display fodder”. 

6 I suggested in reply that the man contact a rape counsellor to see if his feelings were really 
comparable. 

7 I’m not sure what this means since there are films and descriptions of the public display dances 
readily available. While many of the dances and ceremonies are a part of community life, they are also 
now money-making and public relations events. The most sacred dances and ceremonies are never 
open to the public, and are only performed by and for those who will understand and participate in the 
meaning. 

8 Barrand, Anthony G. (Ed.) Longword Dances from Traditional and Manuscript Sources, As Collated and 
Notated by Ivor Allsop, Brattleboro, VT: Northern Harmony Pub. Co., 1996 
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The Upton-upon-Severn Dance 

Peter Boyce:  

It started with Nibs Matthews at a ‘Morris Day of Dancing’ run by him in c.1957. Nibs 

presented the original Upton stick dance as poorly remembered and a shadow of what it had 

been. “It needed working on” were his exact words. Perhaps others who were at the day 

remember those words too? I took this information back to the Mendip Morris Men, played 

and sang the given tune over and over again in an attempt to reach its essence and spirit. It 

was wild, joyous and vigorous. 

Then I tried to imagine the young men of Upton dancing. You see, there was a witness to the 

original dance: the tune. It had a strong first beat and then an even stronger fourth. A hop? 

Something stronger: a hook. The off-beat disappeared for the stick tapping, the on-beat 

being very strong. And, what about the boom-boom at the end of the phrase? The creative 

process wasn’t contrived or deliberate or an attempt to be novel; the footwork, form and 

structure just happened; it all seemed to flow out of the tune. I had the very odd feeling that 

here was an incarnation of the way it was done at Upton. Out of respect for the men of 

Upton, I decided, rightly or wrongly, to retain the name, “The Upton-Upon-Severn Stick 

Dance”. That was the original version now danced, I believe, by Mendip Morris Men. 

Now, I’m not one for historical accuracy or scholarship, so I was blissfully unaware that the 

tune gathered from Nibs was never used by the Upton dancers. Oh dear! What was created, I 

now find, was something completely new, created as a response to that tune. Its connection 

with Upton was only coincidental. 

 

Geoff Hughes continued: 

In January 1961 Peter Boyce took up a teaching post at Chingford County High School and 

immediately set about introducing Morris dancing into the school. I had been introduced to 

Morris dancing at primary school and became a founder member of the school team which 

shortly became The Chingford Lads Morris Team. Chingford Morris Dancers (as they were 

originally called) came into existence in 1962 but Chingford Lads were entirely separate for a 

couple of years, the common factor being Peter Boyce. 

In 1962 Peter organised a weekend when teams from his previous school in Weston-Super-

Mare visited us in Chingford. As well as a team of boys the same age as ourselves, there was 

also a team of about sixth form age who all danced with Mendip Morris Men. This team 

included among its members two of Geoff Rye’s sons, Mike Wilson-Jones and Richard Brock. 

The musician was John Brock. During one of the shows that weekend this team of older 

dancers performed a dance which they called the Upton-Upon-Severn Stick Dance. As 

Foreman of the embryo Chingford Lads I found this dance fascinating as the stick clash came 

at the beginning of the phrase instead of at the end! Some weeks later I asked Peter to teach 

us this dance but he said he could not recall the whole dance. However we were able to 

remember the chorus figure with three distinctive stick movements and a small 

counterclockwise circle finishing with a double stamp. We also recalled Whole Rounds, Whole 

Hey and a distinctive Hey across the ends of the set. Taking this as a starting point I then 

began to put together my own version of the dance which I had seen. Since there were six 

choruses in the dance there would obviously need to be at least six figures and since the 

dance I had seen started with Whole Rounds and finished with Whole Rounds and All In there 
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seemed no reason why other figures should not be repeated. (At this stage of my dancing 

career I did not know a great many figures and so this seemed the easiest solution.) 

I therefore repeated the Hey across the ends of the set with the middle couple dancing it at 

the other end of the set on the repeat. These were called Hey Right and Hey Left. The Whole 

Hey was called Hey Up and began with the middle couple dancing up between the top couple 

who moved backwards to make space for them during the first two bars. This made Hey Up 

consistent with the other Heys in that the middle couple always passed between the end 

couple. It also made the Hey Up a very angular figure with none of the flowing curves of the 

usual Hey. 

These Figures now meant that the dance had a total of five figures. If the dance finished on 

the final chorus instead of a figure after the final chorus, only one more figure was needed. I 

wanted a figure which meant travelling forwards all the time so that it would be consistent 

with the other figures but, as I said earlier, I did not know many figures at that time and 

none of those which I did know seemed appropriate, apart from Headington Crossover. Peter 

Boyce had already encouraged me to read The Morris Book and while leafing through it one 

day I spotted a diagram for Ilmington Cross and Turn. I had never even heard of Ilmington 

but the track shown in the diagram seemed ideal as to me it resembled a Hey for two. 

Without bothering to read the written notation of the figure I introduced the figure at practice 

the next day. (We practised every Lunch time!) The figure fitted the dance perfectly and it 

seemed natural to repeat the clash on the first beat of the return cross to match the first half 

of the figure. Having also made the Circle Left in the chorus into a much larger movement the 

dance was therefore complete in this form: 

Whole Rounds 

Tips and Butts 

Hey Right 

Quarterstaffs 

Hey Left 

Fencing 

Cross and Turn 

Tips and Butts 

Hey Up 

Quarterstaffs 

Whole Rounds 

Fencing and All Up 

 

Like Peter, I called the dance the Upton-Upon-Severn Stick Dance although I had not at that 

time seen Maud Karpeles’ notation (Ed: online at http://www.vwml.org/record/MK/1/1/3375 ). 

We used the same tune as the team from Weston-Super-Mare which Peter told us had been 

collected by Maud Karpeles. Some time later, when we had been performing the dance for 

many months, I was given some old copies of The [English Folk Dance Society] Journal and 

found in one of them Maud Karpeles’ notation of the Upton Stick and Handkerchief dances 

and noticed that not only was the dance quite different from my dance but that the tune 

which I had believed to be the traditional one was in fact collected in North America! 

We continued to perform my version of the dance, the names of the figures gradually 

shortening through use to Rounds, Right, Left, Cross and Hey Up (or occasionally just Up). 

After a couple of years and mainly because the dance was so different from the published 

Upton dance, we began calling it simply The Stick Dance. However the tune was so well 

known to many people and we had called it the Upton-Upon-Severn Stick Dance for long 
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enough for the name to stick in most people’s minds. It was certainly Chingford’s trademark 

and it was from us that Bob Parker and others “collected” the dance. Unfortunately, they 

continued to call it the Upton Stick Dance because of the tune, which is ironic really since that 

tune had even less connection with the traditional dance than my version! 

Chingford Morris Men eventually, after much experimenting, found a different tune for the 

dance and I taught them the genuine Upton-Upon-Severn stick dance from Maud Karpeles’ 

notation in order to show people how totally different the two dances are. Apart from this one 

exception, Chingford only perform dances from their own ‘tradition’, based on the style I 

developed for the stick dance which many teams continue to describe as Upton. 

 

John Watcham of Brighton Morris Men adds a postscript:  

As far as I can make out it all started with a fragment of information on the dance which the 

Mendip men developed and used a tune Maud Karpeles brought back from the Appalachians 

which has now come to be recognised as the definitive tune. When Peter Boyce came from 

Weston-Super-Mare (ie Mendip) to teach at Chingford County High he started the school side 

(which included Geoffrey Hughes, Paul Wilson, Roger Rigden and myself, who are all alive and 

kicking) and quite naturally wanted to introduce the Stick Dance but felt that it needed 

further development. Enter Hughes. He was no doubt the most talented and ambitious dancer 

of us all and worked with Peter to develop the dance as we know it now with the 3 types of 

stick clashing and the "cross and turn" figure. I'm not sure as to the claim that he did it all by 

himself. Peter gives of his time and thoughts very generously and I instinctively feel that they 

bounced ideas of each other. That said, the school side morphed into the Chingford Morris 

Men who danced it out but showed it off to a wider morris audience at the St Albans ring 

meeting when Chingford were admitted in 1966/7(?). It was, of course, very well received 

and entered the general repertoire of Cotswold morris. 

As for the precise notation of the dance, once a dance enters the wider world it almost 

inevitably undergoes the supposed "folk process" and morphs away from the original 

intention. I did go to the Chingford Morris Men 50th anniversary the other year and it must be 

said that Chingford are not the side that they used to be, so I cannot say with any certainty 

just how original their performance is. Hughes is still associated with them and has come up 

with some more dances in the Upton style, which they now refer to as the Chingford tradition. 

(Brighton Morris Men do not do it as intended, I think under the influence of Anthony John 

Allen.) If you want to see a snapshot of the original you will have to see Albion perform it, 

which might prove to be a little troublesome as we only dance on a need to perform basis 

(usually in Belgium). As for the tune, it has also been "folk processed" (is that an excuse for 

lazy musicianship?). However, Peter was a hard taskmaster and so I am pretty confident that 

the tune I play is the one that Peter brought with him from Mendip and can be heard on "Son 

of Morris On". 

A slightly longer version of the original article was published in the Morris Federation 

Newsletter of Spring 2010 (authors Peter Boyce and Geoff Hughes) with thanks to the editors 

for permission to reprint. 
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Puttenham under the Hog’s Back  

– A Lost Surrey Morris Tradition 

Picture a novice dancer outside a Surrey pub in May 1977. The squire of his team voicing to 

anyone listening that ‘the next dance comes from the village of Adderbury – the village of 

Bampton – the village of Lichfield’ etc. After suppressing a giggle at the misidentification of 

the latter’s municipal status, let alone its connection with ‘Cotswold’, our hero (imbued with 

knowledge of local history) mused whatever happened to dance tradition further southwards. 

Who needs this terpsichorean ‘magical mystery tour’ of the Midlands?  My quest began.  

Five years later at a meeting of the Research Group of the nascent Morris Federation in 

Eynsham, ideas and enthusiasms were shared with Sue Swift, Sally Wearing, Keith Chandler, 

Mike Heaney, Roy Dommett, myself and others. Knowing my interest in southern tradition, I 

was given a transcript of a document emanating from Derby Public Library to complement 

information already gleaned from Ruth Dugmore’s ‘Puttenham Under the Hog’s Back’1.    

Puttenham is a village about 8 km west of Guildford in West Surrey to the south side of the 

Hog’s Back chalk ridge which today bears the A31 trunk road towards Farnham and 

Winchester. In 1821, the total population of this agricultural community was 389, of which 69 

were males and 51 females of ‘dancing’ age, with numbers slightly fluctuating upwards ten 

years later.2 

The photocopy cited came from a handwritten text given to Roy Dommett 3 by Daryl Dawson, 

of the Derby Crown morris team, who went through Charles Kerry’s Derby Library papers on 

Puttenham. The section appeared under ‘Fairies, Pharisees and Night Hags, Spells and 

Divination’ from Volume 3 on pages 121 and 123 (page 122 was devoted to something non-

related). It read:  

‘Puttenham, like most other places, had its Morris Dancers in former times, but none of the present 

generation remember having seen the performers with bells, as was the ancient practice. But Mr. Fludder 

states that Thomas Furlonger, his father’s carter wore them in the dances, that he was the best dancer in 

the whole neighbourhood, the bells on his legs and ankles keeping wonderful time with the musician. 

Master Strudwick was one of the most famous of the modern school, though he danced without the bells. 

Cranham says when he was young, they went to London together with a load of carrots for the market; 

and they, having looked to their horse, and made all things right for the night, came to the house where 

they had agreed to sleep. Here they found a Cockney dancing to the strains of an old blind fiddler. After a 

while, Cranham informed the company that there was a countryman present, who although he had 

walked thirty-five miles (Ed: 56 km in metric!) that day, he dare ‘back’ against the Londoner. The challenge 

was at once accepted, and it was agreed that the fiddler (being blind) should be the judge (the partners of 

course not being known to the musician).   Accordingly, Strudwick, having taken off his shoes, danced first, 

when he was succeeded by the townsman. When all was over, the old fiddler declared that the first man 

had beaten the second ‘out and out’ both in precision and delicacy of step. So the countryman won the 

day – from Cranham 1869, then aged 79 years old.’4  

                                                             
1 Ruth Dugmore, ‘Puttenham Under the Hog’s Back’ (1972, London, Phillimore Books). Dugmore 
enthusiastically includes a line drawing of morris dancers performing outside the parish church to 
accompany text derived from Kerry 
2  Census returns for 1821 and 1831 respectively, Surrey History Centre (SHC) PUT/15/10 
3 Roy Dommett, ‘Morris Matters’. 4.4, 28, replying to George Frampton, ibid., 4.3, 14 
4
 Charles Kerry’s Papers, on microfilm at the SHC, Goldsworth Road, Woking reference SHC Z/354/1/3. 

Kerry commented that he visited Strudwick on 5 October 1881, but he was blind. There is no indication 
that Kerry attempted to extract a first-hand account of the event from Strudwick during the eleven 
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Kerry says nothing more, and no more evidence has since emerged concerning the village 

custom itself, so one has to rely on a broader canvas and in profiling named participants to 

expand the picture.  The Rev. Charles Kerry was curate at Puttenham from 1876 to 1886 and 

described as ‘an energetic archaeologist and historian, and his journals, now in Derby Public 

Library, have left us a vivid picture of 19th century Puttenham and some of the village 

characters of his time.’5 He was born in 1833 at Old Green Farm, Smalley, Derbyshire and 

ordained in 1864, holding curacies at Puttenham and Reading as well as at Topcliffe in 

Yorkshire and Matfen in Northumberland, before returning to Derbyshire. He was rector at 

Upper Stondon from 1890 to 1900, dying at Belper in December 1907.6 His role is as collector 

and reporter, seldom commenting or analysing his findings.  

Ruth Dugmore says ‘the Fludders are often referred to throughout 

the nineteenth century (in Kerry’s papers) as yeomen and were 

obviously men of ability, holding offices as churchwardens and 

overseers of the poor.’ It is supposed that the Mr. Fludder in 

Cranham’s account is Richard Fludder junior, who was born 

February 1796, and was 77 years when he died in March 1873. He 

is consistently described in Kelly’s Directory as a yeoman, 

however, the Kerry papers describe the family living at a farm or 

smallholding alongside Hook Lane to the south-east of the village 

on the road out to Shackleford. The 1861 census for Puttenham 

describes him as a farmer of 92 acres employing 26 men, therefore 

not a modest holding by local standards. Fludder junior’s role in 

this story is as carter Furlonger’s employer. His father, Richard 

Fludder senior, was baptised in January 1754 and died in February 

1843 aged 89 years. However, his will describes him as a 

blacksmith. Supposition that the son must be the informant arises 

from whichever Fludder’s memory recalls Furlonger’s dancing, which 

can only be Fludder junior. 

Cranham is William Cranham, baptised in 1790, died in September 1872, and married to Mary 

Strudwick, the sister of dancer James Strudwick. His occupation was presumably as employer 

or carter of brother-in-law Strudwick. In the 1861 census, he is described as a farmer of 23 

acres, with a slightly smaller acreage ten years earlier. His role is as Rev. Kerry’s informant.  

Thomas Furlonger who died on 14 January 1840 aged 96 years, was not a native of 

Puttenham. The register at his wedding to Sarah Vickeray in December 1773 says he is ‘from 

Ash’ on the Surrey side of the border with Hampshire. However, the baptismal register cites 

no-one of that name for around 1743, nor indeed is anyone of that name known in any vital 

record for either village at that time, thus his origin remains mysterious. We are told that he 

worked as a carter for Fludder junior, although Cranham’s testimony suggests his prowess as 

a morris dancer must have extended to middle age to validate this! The alternative 

explanation is that Cranham was reporting a comment made to him by Strudwick (or one of 

the seniors in the ‘old team’) about Furlonger’s excellence, as neither Cranham nor Strudwick 

would have witnessed the old ‘un at his peak. Thomas and Sarah Furlonger had five 

daughters and no sons, and theirs is the only family of that name in the village. Another 

                                                                                                                                                                                                        

months before he died. One wonders what Kerry’s prior experience was of ‘morris dancing’. For 
example, Winster is only 25 km north-west of his native Smalley, otherwise he was drawing on his 
antiquarian knowledge e.g.  Betley window, The Thames at Richmond, etc. Also, this was around the 
time that pageant masters were using the morris as characters in Elizabethan scenes 
5 Margaret E Saunders, ‘Puttenham and Wanborough – The Past in Pictures’, plate 54 (2000: 
Puttenham, Newbridge Pubns.) 
6 Synopsis of the life of Charles Kerry http://freespace.virgin.net/ar.indexes/puttcharleskerry.htm 
sourced from the Borthwick Institute of History Research, University of York ; also Derbyshire 
Advertiser, 22 June 1956 

Charles Kerry,   curate at 

Puttenham  
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supposition is that the morris dancers at the end of the eighteenth century, with the 

exception of Furlonger, danced without bells around legs and/or ankles. Was it the price and 

availability of bells, or are we reading too much behind what Cranham said to Kerry rather 

than what he meant to say? 

‘Master’ Strudwick was James Strudwick, baptised February 1797 in nearby Compton, who 

lived ‘at the top of The Street’ in Puttenham. His period as a dancer most likely would have 

been later than Furlonger’s, i.e. between the end of the Napoleonic War and 1830. We 

already know that his sister married Kerry’s informant, William Cranham. James himself 

married Elizabeth Copas also of Compton. Cranham described him as a dancer ‘of the modern 

school’ tempting speculation about what that involved regarding respective styles. Kelly’s 

Directory for 1857 lists him as a farmer, but census returns from 1841 to 1871 suggest his 

career fortunes fluctuated over time. He farmed 7 acres in 1851, but only an acre and a half a 

decade earlier, working as an agricultural labourer in 1841 and 1871. 7    

We can assume that village dancing was performed to music. Strudwick was prepared to 

dance to the strains of an unknown London violinist, so further presume that he could adapt 

his style to a variety of time signatures. For practice, locally, we can look to the church 

orchestra of St John the Baptist. Charles Kerry interviewed Richard Sumner to extract the 

details of the choir’s membership suggesting, perhaps, the identity of Furlonger’s and/or 

Strudwick’s initial accompanist(s).  

Writing of the choir in the 1820s: ‘Fifty years ago, 

the choir of Puttenham was composed of farmers’ sons 

and the leading inhabitants of the village. Its chief 

members were Mr Thomas Simmonds (Shoelands), 

clarionette; Mr William Keen, second fiddle or 

clarionette if required; Mr Richard Simmonds, brother 

of the above-named Thomas, sang counter, with 

Richard Budd, William Avenell and Charles Miles 

(blacksmith to Mr Fludder), tenors; Edward Holloway, 

parish clerk, always walked from his desk after giving 

out the hymn to assist the choir in the gallery. (At) some 

time afterwards, James, eldest son of Mr Wilkinson of 

Lidling, played the flute. The Rev. Mr Dewhurst 

disbanded the instrumental choir and introduced that abomination of a barrel organ (in 1830). At that 

time James Penfold played the violin; James Smith, the clarionette; and John Winter, the bassoon. ‘Unto 

Us a Child is Born’ was a favourite anthem, and Mr Sumner states that it was performed very creditably – 

but the music was not Handel’s celebrated composition.’ 8   Bearing in mind that a musical 

instrument belonged to somebody with a disposable income or who made their living using 

one, this might pinpoint William Keen (born 1794) or James Penfold (1780-1849) as likely 

accompanists for Strudwick at home, without ruling out any other stated instrumentalist. 

Many of the musicians were village farmers or artisans, therefore moneyed. Strudwick himself 

was no mere agriculture labourer, rising upwards to become their social equal. 

 

                                                             
7 All vital records were taken from the Puttenham One Place Study parish records 
http://puttenham.blogspot.co.uk/ before validation at Woking where deemed necessary. The 
information concerning the Fludder family’s dwelling was cited from Dugmore, ibid., as Kelly’s Directory 
stubbornly states ‘yeoman’ without giving an address! 
8
 Kerry Papers. SHC Z/354/1/3 page 157. A period clarinet is on display ( see image in text) in Seale 

parish church 4 km west of Puttenham; further examples are on display at the parish church at Shere 
halfway between Guildford and Dorking. 

Clarinet from the nearby village of Seale 
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We must further speculate about the locations where the Puttenham dancers performed. If 

visits to ‘big houses’ were involved, it is known that Loseley House, 2 km east of nearby 

Compton village (and 4 km east of Puttenham) hosted Christmas visits by visiting dancers. 1s 

6d was paid on 29 December 1769 to ‘morris dancers from Comton (sic) as well as 1s 0d to 

singers from Guildford and another 1s 0d for musick from Guildford. On 26 December 1777, 

three morris dancers were paid 2 shillings, with another 2s 0d to three singing men from 

Guildford. In December 1771, 2 shillings was paid to ‘the morris dancers’ from an unstated 

location, and 1s 0d to ‘the two singers’. Compton itself lies 2.5 km south-east of Puttenham 

village centre, and in the profiles above, we already know that James Strudwick married a 

Compton native.  

 Map of West Surrey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the days before public transport became readily available, it is known that perambulations 

in pursuit of largesse could be extensive using non-related examples. However, there is no 

direct evidence linking the exploits of Furlonger with the contemporaneous events at Loseley, 

other than to point out the Morris there was around Christmas time rather than during 

summer.9  Other ‘big houses’ within an 8 km radius of the village include Shoelands, 

Puttenham Priory, Peper Harow, Wanborough Manor and Rodsall Manor – none approaching 

‘stately home’ status, but presumably capable of bestowing largesse should any be expected.  

More circumstantial evidence is suggested as ‘John Russell, the 18th century Guildford 

bookseller lists Morris bells among the dozens of items he has in stock.’10 Speculation only 

suggests what demand and take up of these comprised.  Matthew Alexander also reports that 

Morris dancers performed from 1815 to 1820 yearly at Dorking, where ‘their grotesque dress 

was equally gaudy and alike too artificial for the rural scenery of that long-loved country of 

our youth’ Its author, John Timbs writing in 1837 compares the dancing to that seen at Hemel 

Hempstead in Hertfordshire which in turn, begs more geographically-related questions which 

are beyond the remit of this article.  

                                                             
9 Loseley Records: Visits to Loseley House. These were jotted down from Matthew Alexander’s folklore 
index at Guildford Museum in 1980 without correlation to the primary source at the SHC on my visit 
there in October 2015. If anyone out there has the time and patience to locate the proverbial needle in 
this haystack using the five SHC indexes for Loseley, please be my guest! 
10 Matthew Alexander, ‘The Morris in Surrey’ in ‘The Southern Rag’, 1.2, 15 (1979), citing a handbill in 
the keeping of Guildford museum stating ‘John Russell 1711-1804 sells morris bells, at the sign of the 
Bible’, also with Samuel Parvish’ G439, G448. The date range cited coincides with the period when 
Furlonger was active as a dancer, but not perhaps Strudwick. 
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Further afield, there is also the report of a Company of Morrice-Dancers from Abington (sic) 

at Richmond in Surrey, ‘accompanied by a fool in a motley jacket, etc. in the summer of 1783 

who carried in his hand a staff or truncheon, about two feet long, having a blown-up bladder 

fastened to one end of it; with which he either buffeted the crowd to keep them at a proper 

distance from the dancers, or played tricks for the spectators’ diversion. The dancers and the 

fool were Berkshire-Husbandmen, taking an annual circuit, collecting money from whoever 

would give them any.’ 11 This outing raises the question, were the Dorking dancers visitors or 

native to the area? Let us now muse upon the criteria used by the blind London fiddler in 

judging the contest won by Strudwick. It would be easy to equate this with the current day 

step dance competition held each August at South Zeal in Dartmoor, where the musician 

plays with his back to the dancer, although independent judges adjudicate rather than the 

musician. However, the complication is that Strudwick had ‘taken off his shoes’. It is assumed 

that neither dancer wore bells, so the decision must have centred on the lightness of footing 

heard by the violinist. Sidmouth jig competition judges, please advise!   

So, what factors drew the Puttenham dancers to call it a day? Who knows? One wishes 

Charles Kerry had probed more, as one impression is that a vibrant team existed before 

1800, with only Strudwick active and performing jigs thereafter. The recorded careers of 

Furlonger, Strudwick and Cranham each indicate self-improvement; perhaps the local morris 

dancer was revered to some extent? Historical consensus has it that the period after the 

Napoleonic War was one of national unrest, with veterans returning from the continent finding 

work scarce. There was resentment in the level of tithes paid to the church, until the adoption 

of the Tithe Commutation Tax in 1836. Taxation seemed heavier in peacetime than before. 

The 1815 Corn Law benefited farmers and landowners, but impacted upon the poor with 

higher prices resulting. Riots occurred, some directed against newly-invented machinery 

blamed for reducing requirements in manual labour.   

1830 was one watershed year. In south-east England, agricultural riots may be a factor for 

justifying repression. However, only two local cases of ‘threatening letters’ coming to the 

Guildford justices’ attention in October 1831 are indexed by Hobsbawm and Rudé in their 

work on the Swing riots.12 Coincidentally, Shaftesbury’s Byzant procession and its dance was 

abandoned at that time, with the excuse being it was too expensive. Agriculturally, the chalk 

downland of Puttenham itself is hardly conducive for ploughing, although we know that some 

market gardening took place as evidenced by Cranham’s carrots. The suppression of Bonfire 

fomented in the south led to Guildford’s Guy Riots in 1853-58 which appear rather late too in 

history to correlate with the demise of the Puttenham Morris other than to remark at the 

town’s proximity. 

I wish to thank Matthew Alexander, Philip Gorton and Jameson Wooders for their observations 

on some of the historical points. Also the late Roy Dommett who first prompted my interest in 

‘The Tradition in the South’ in his Sidmouth pow-wows all those years ago. 

George Frampton, Whitley Bay 

 November 2015 

                                                             
11Matthew Alexander, email to the author, 28 October 2015, citing John Timbs, in ‘The Mirror’ 19, 280 
(1837). The Surrey reference comes from Francis G. Waldron’s ‘The Sad Shepherd’ (1783) continuing 
the commentary by Ben Jonson. 
12 Eric Hobsbawm and George Rudé, ‘Captain Swing’, page 338 (1969: London, Lawrence & Wishart) 
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